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	If you’re looking for a short, sweet, and simple introduction (or reintroduction) to Hibernate, this is the book you want. Through clear real-world examples, you’ll learn Hibernate and object-relational mapping from the ground up, starting with the basics. Then you’ll dive into the framework’s moving parts to understand how they work in action.
	
		Storing Java objects in relational databases is usually a challenging and complex task for any Java developer, experienced or not. This book, like others in the Just series, delivers a concise, example-driven tutorial for Java beginners. You’ll gain enough knowledge and confidence to start working on real-world projects with Hibernate.

		
			Compare how Jdbc and Hibernate work with object persistence
	
			Learn how annotations are used to create Hibernate applications
	
			Understand how to persist and retrieve Java data structures
	
			Focus on the fundamentals of associations and their mappings
	
			Delve into advanced concepts such as caching, inheritance, and types
	
			Walk through the Hibernate Query Language Api, with examples
	
			Develop Java Persistence Api applications, using Hibernate as the provider
	
			Work hands-on with code snippets to understand the technology
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The Essential Guide to Computer Data Storage: From Floppy to DVDPrentice Hall, 2001
A world without data storage is like a mankind without memory.  Thanks to various information storage methods developed in the last 22,000  years, we are able to document our history, to learn from each other's  experience, and, ultimately, to create the world as it is today.

The future of computing is...
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RFID in the Supply Chain: A Guide to Selection and Implementation (Resource Management)Auerbach Publications, 2006
It was the publisher’s idea that I write RFID in the Supply Chain: A Guide to Selection and Implementation . Not only am I editor of Enterprise Integration System, Second Edition Handbook and author of The Complete Book of Middleware, I also had some innovative business process and project management ideas on improving the effectiveness of...
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Advanced Database Query Systems: Techniques, Applications and Technologies (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2011

	Databases are designed to support data storage, processing, and retrieval activities related to data management. The use of databases in various applications has resulted in an enormous wealth of data, which populates many types of databases around the world.


	Advanced Database Query Systems: Techniques, Applications and...
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Adobe Integrated Runtime (AIR) for JavaScript Developers Pocket Guide (Adobe Developer Library)Adobe Developer Library, 2007

	
		
			Written by members of the Adobe Integrated Runtime (AIR) product team, this is the official guide to the beta release of Adobe's new cross-platform desktop runtime, previously known by its code name Apollo.

			

			This book explains how you can use AIR to build and deploy HTML and JavaScript-based web...
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Corporate Governance in the Banking Sector in China (CSR, Sustainability, Ethics & Governance)Springer, 2019

	Focusing on the dichotomous and comparative analysis of the legitimacy, paradigm, and operating frames of bank governance and its reproduction in the new financial regime following the global financial crisis, this book examines in depth how corporate governance in bank institutions is legitimized, justified, and delivered in diversified...
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C# 7.0 Pocket Reference: Instant Help for C# 7.0 ProgrammersO'Reilly, 2017

	
		When you need answers for programming with C# 7.0, this tightly focused reference tells you exactly what you need to know—without long introductions or bloated examples. Easy-to-browse and ideal as a quick reference, this guide will help experienced C#, Java, and C++ programmers get up to speed with the latest version of the C#...
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